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boss!

It’s the boss again!

Hearing Lin Zaidong repeating this word, everyone present was blown

away.

They couldn’t understand how a trash son-in-law, in a blink of an eye,

became the boss who made the super-overlords such as the Universal

Group bow to their knees!

Boss, is it the boss of Universal Group?

This is incredible!

At this moment, everyone felt that they had an invisible hand that was

tightly strangling their throats.

It made them almost suffocated!

especially!

They saw that Lin Zaidong and others all bowed to Lin Fan, their

appearance was extremely respectful.

At this moment, everyone seemed to have seen Mars hit the earth, so

shocking, so frightening.

“Boss, we rushed over as soon as we received instructions from the

upper level, and the upper level has made it clear that offending the

boss is equivalent to offending the Global Group!”

“Leave no room! Uprooted!”

When Lin Zaidong and the others said respectful voice Sounded.

boom!

Wan Jinrong and Li Xiangru were shocked and slammed to the ground

with a thud.

Complete despair!

At this time, do I still need to verify it?

Even their vice president received instructions from the senior

executives of the Global Group to solve Lin Fan’s problems.

How can Lin Fan’s identity be false?

crazy!

They just feel that their worldview has completely collapsed!

A trash door-to-door son-in-law turned out to be the big boss of their

Global Group, which made the senior executives of the Global Group

call him to be fair.

Leave no room!

Uprooted!

Hearing these two sentences, the two people only felt that every pore

in their bodies was trembling crazily.

Because they know that they are completely finished!

Not just them!

Even Shen Yumei and Baishan were completely dumbfounded!

boss?

Lin Fan turned out to be the boss of Universal Group?

how can that be!

That is the top ten super group in the world’s top 500!

At this time, the couple only felt that Lin Fan at this time was so

strange.

They couldn’t believe it at all, this is their son-in-law!

at this time!

Lin Fan saw everyone’s shock and horror in full view, his sharp and

majestic eyes, at this moment, looked around at everyone!

As far as his eyes were, everyone lowered their heads in horror, and

they didn’t even have the courage to look at him.

They seemed to see the majesty and murderous in Lin Fan’s eyes!

The gaze of an emperor makes the scalp numb!

“I was on my own site and let my dog   bite?”

Xingshi asked sin!

As soon as I heard this, including Lin Zaidong, all the employees of the

Global Group, all their legs were weak, and there was a deep fear on

their faces.

Almost scared to pee.

“This year, Jiangshi Global Bank, the year-end bonus for all employees,

is void!”

“At the same time, the president of the Jiangnan branch center has

been penalized and demoted! The position has been demoted from

senior vice president to vice president! And all the rewards of the

previous fiscal year have been cancelled!”

Boom!

The moment the voice fell, it seemed to have triggered a chain

reaction, and everyone was trembling violently as if they were

electrocuted.

Lin Fan’s words are enough to affect the entire Jiangnan economic

system!

It’s incredible!

What terrifying energy does this man have?

Even the branch president can be demoted directly?

You know, the president of the central branch, each of them dominates

the existence of a consortium, and has a pivotal position in the Global

Group.

But the man in front of him said he was demoted if he was demoted?

For a moment, everyone felt their brains buzzing, as if they were about

to explode.

Looking at Lin Fan in horror!

Immediately!

Lin Zaidong and the others, with strong anger on their faces, and then

Qi Qi glared at Wan Jinrong.

“Wan Jinrong, you took advantage of your position to embezzle public

funds and accept bribes. Now we have investigated it clearly!”

“Universal Group officially fired you and handed over to the police

agency immediately!”

“You, prepare to sit in prison! “
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